THE POWER of BAR MERCHANDISERS

When Being Seen Means Being Sold™

WONDERBAR®
SADDLE MOUNT
BAR MERCHANDISER

WONDERBAR+PLUS™
PLUG-IN AND SADDLE MOUNT
BAR MERCHANDISER

WONDER MULTI-BAR™
PLUG-IN MOUNT
BAR MERCHANDISER

WONDER CROSS BAR
SNAP-ON MOUNT
FLAT BAR MERCHANDISER

Trion®
THE POWER of BAR MERCHANDISERS

Strengthen Sales with the POWER of WONDERBAR®…

the most versatile
Bar Merchandising System in retailing.
Multi-purpose for use in coolers, freezers, candy, and gum aisle, center store, auto and more.
TRION® WONDERBAR® SYSTEMS

Increases Sales
Quick ROI
Fast, Tool-Free Installation

• Adds both rows and facings to a display
• Billboards items increasing visibility
• Automatically feeds and faces product
• Reduces labor
• Aides stock rotation, freshness, and reduces spoilage
• Organizes any department, enhancing shopability
• System elements lift out for easy stocking
• 48 facing resets in as little as 15 minutes
• Mounts anywhere with Universal Brackets
• Interchangeable with other bar systems
TRION® WONDERBAR® MERCHANDISERS

- Multi-purpose for use in coolers, freezers, candy aisle, center store, auto and more.
- Automatically feeds and faces product.
- Automatically feeds and faces product.
- Return on investment in as little as 90 days.
- Reduces labor 7-10 hours/week/8-foot section.
- System lifts out for easy rear stocking.
- Insures stock rotation; reduces spoilage.
- 48 facing resets in as little as 15 minutes.

For Freezers, Coolers, Dry Goods, Automotive, and Center Store

- Multi-purpose for use in coolers, freezers, candy aisle, center store, auto and more.
- Automatically feeds and faces product.
- Automatically feeds and faces product.
- Return on investment in as little as 90 days.
- Reduces labor 7-10 hours/week/8-foot section.
- System lifts out for easy rear stocking.
- Insures stock rotation; reduces spoilage.
- 48 facing resets in as little as 15 minutes.

- Organizes department, enhances shopability.
- Mounts anywhere with Universal Brackets.
- Interchangeable with other bar systems.
- Adds both facings and rows to a display.
- Billboards items, increases sales up to 20%.

Display Hook System for WonderBar®

Pusher Hook System for WonderBar®

Shelf Works® Expandable Wire Tray™ System

WonderBar® Wire Basket

Simple, No Tools Installation
Fits all types of gondola upright including both thick- and thin-walled gondola uprights.

Square Bar
Less expensive than traditional rectangular bar, yet carries the same load.

Clear Scan® AdjustaView® Label System
AdjustaView® available to run across the front of the display. Can be angled at -15°, 0°, or +15° to vertical. A range of label holder sizes are available to satisfy any labeling need.

Air Flow Baffle
The Air Flow Baffle is used in open coolers to direct cold air to the front of the cabinet where product temperatures can be troublesome.

Shelf Works® Expandable Wire Tray™ System
Shelf Works™ EWT™ Shelf Management System adjusts easily from 5½” to 10” wide (or mini system 3½” to 6½” wide) and is available in a range of depths. EWT is well suited for almost any product size and package style from boxes and bags, to tubs, blister packs and clamshells.

WonderBar® Wire Basket
Three inch deep baskets are available 6” and 12” wide and in 3 depths from 17” to 21” to complement WonderBar EWT™.

Optional WonderBar™ Plus
Accepts plug-in style hooks in a variety of lengths.

Patents and Patents Pending

Simple, No Tools Installation
Fits all types of gondola upright including both thick- and thin-walled gondola uprights.

Square Bar
Less expensive than traditional rectangular bar, yet carries the same load.

Clear Scan® AdjustaView® Label System
AdjustaView® available to run across the front of the display. Can be angled at -15°, 0°, or +15° to vertical. A range of label holder sizes are available to satisfy any labeling need.

Air Flow Baffle
The Air Flow Baffle is used in open coolers to direct cold air to the front of the cabinet where product temperatures can be troublesome.

Shelf Works® Expandable Wire Tray™ System
Shelf Works™ EWT™ Shelf Management System adjusts easily from 5½” to 10” wide (or mini system 3½” to 6½” wide) and is available in a range of depths. EWT is well suited for almost any product size and package style from boxes and bags, to tubs, blister packs and clamshells.

WonderBar® Wire Basket
Three inch deep baskets are available 6” and 12” wide and in 3 depths from 17” to 21” to complement WonderBar EWT™.

Optional WonderBar™ Plus
Accepts plug-in style hooks in a variety of lengths.

Patents and Patents Pending
**WonderBar® Square Cross Bar Tube**
Standard-size, heavy-duty 1" Square Cross Bar Tube mounts with Universal Brackets (provided) to most gondola and uprights in coolers, freezers, dry goods areas, and on standard gondola center store. ColorPerm® powder coating resists the effects of harsh environments. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige. Available in 30", 36" and 48" lengths.

**Display Hook System for WonderBar®**
Saddle mount, heavy-duty 0.283" diameter wire hooks are available in 12", 14" and 16" lengths and are capable of withstanding heavy loads and harsh environments including coolers and freezers. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige.

**Clear Scan® AdjustaView® Label System**
AdjustaView® Labeling option is available to run across the front of the display including both Display and Pusher Hook areas. AdjustaView® accepts economical plain-paper labels and can be angled at -15°, 0°, or +15° to vertical for optimal viewing. Available in 30", 36" and 48" lengths, and 30mm and 39mm label holder heights. AdjustaView® Arms are 0.283" wire available in 12", 14, and 16" lengths, as L-front left- and right-hand mount pairs or T-front center arms. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige.

**WonderBar® Kit – TRWB48KIT 1-U**
- 1 – Square Bar WONDERBAR48BK
- 8 – Hooks WBRL14CPBK
- 1 – Label Holder Arm Set WBSCAN14 SET-BK
- 1 – Label Holder PPV-30-BK-1219

**Pusher Hook System for WonderBar®**
Saddle mount, heavy-duty 0.283" wire hooks are available in 12", 14" and 16" lengths and are capable of withstanding heavy loads and harsh environments including coolers and freezers. Spring loaded pushers keep product forwarded, well faced and promote sales. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige.

**Shelf Works® Expandable Wire Tray™ System**
Shelf Works® EWT™ eliminates the need for standard shelves, allows easy lane width adjustment from 5½" to 10" wide (or mini system 3½" to 6½" wide) and is well suited for almost any product size and package style from boxes and bags, to tubs, blister packs and clamshells. EWT™ lifts out for easy restocking and product rotation and is available in 5 depths from 17" to 24". Optional accessories include individual product lane Label Holders and oversized clear product stops for specific applications. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige.

**WonderBar® Wire Basket**
Three inch deep baskets are available 6" and 12" wide and in 3 depths from 17" to 21" to complement WonderBar EWT™. Optional 1½" x 3" label holders. Wire Baskets are suitable for small, random or unusual shape items (samplers, single serve packs, etc), horizontal cylinder shapes (meats, cheeses, biscuits, cookie dough, etc), informal “dump bin” style presentations, and lift out for easy restocking. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige.
TRION® WONDERBAR+PLUS™ MERCHANDISERS

- Multi-purpose for use in coolers, freezers, candy aisle, center store, auto and more.
- Plug-in style display hooks.
- Organizes department, enhances shopability.
- Mounts anywhere with Universal Brackets.
- Interchangeable with other bar systems.
- Accepts standard WonderBar accessories.

Simple, No Tools Installation
Fits all types of gondola upright including both thick- and thin-walled gondola uprights.

Square Bar
Less expensive than traditional rectangular bar, yet carries the same load.

Traditional Label Holder
Accepts traditional design plug-in style label holder available in 12" and 18" arm lengths.

WonderBar Plus™ Advantages Over Traditional Bar Merchandisers
WonderBar Plus is a modern square-bar merchandiser system. It carries the same weight load as a traditional rectangular-bar system, but uses less material thereby reducing initial cost. WonderBar Plus also employs a simple, no tools installation system. End brackets fit all styles of both thick- and thin-walled gondola uprights. This new end bracket system installs in seconds compared to the tedious, 5- to 11-piece, threaded-fastener, traditional bracket install. WonderBar Plus mounts to both coolers and gondola. With traditional rectangular-bar, there are often different systems for cooler and for gondola.
**WonderBar Plus™ Square Cross Bar Tube**
Standard-size, heavy-duty 1” Square Cross Bar Tube mounts with Universal Brackets (provided) to most gondola and uprights in coolers, freezers, dry goods areas, and on standard gondola center store. Standard powder coat colors are Silver and Black. Available in 30”, 36” and 48” lengths.

**Display Hook System for WonderBar Plus™**
Plug-in style heavy-duty 0.283” diameter wire hooks are available in 12”, 15” and 18” single-prong lengths or 9” and 10” scanning lengths. Capable of withstanding heavy loads and harsh environments including coolers and freezers. Chrome finish.

**Traditional Label Holder**
Accepts traditional design plug-in style label holder available in 12” and 18” arm lengths. Viewing angle is not adjustable on traditional label holders.

**Add-on Accessories from Trion® WonderBar™ System**

**Optional Pusher Hook System for WonderBar™**
Saddle mount, heavy-duty 0.283” diameter wire hooks are available in 12”, 14” and 16” lengths and are capable of withstanding heavy loads and harsh environments including coolers and freezers. Spring loaded pushers keep product forwarded, well faced and promote sales. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige.

**Optional Shelf Works® Expandable Wire Tray™ System**
Shelf Works® EWT™ eliminates the need for standard shelves, allows easy lane width adjustment from 5½” to 10” wide (or mini system 3½” to 6½” wide) and is well suited for almost any product size and package style from boxes and bags, to tubs, blister packs and clamshells. EWT™ lifts out for easy restocking and product rotation and is available in 5 depths from 17” to 24”. Optional accessories include individual product lane Label Holders and oversized clear product stops for specific applications. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige.

**Optional WonderBar™ Wire Basket**
Three inch deep baskets are available 6” and 12” wide and in 3 depths from 17” to 21” to complement WonderBar EWT™. Optional 1½” x 3” label holders. Wire Baskets are suitable for small, random or unusual shape items (samplers, single serve packs, etc), horizontal cylinder shapes (meats, cheeses, biscuits, cookie dough, etc), informal “dump bin” style presentations, and lift out for easy restocking. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige.

**Optional Air Flow Baffle**
The Air Flow Baffle is used in open coolers to direct cold air to the front of the cabinet where product temperatures can be troublesome.

**Optional Clear Scan® AdjustaView® Label System**
AdjustaView® Labeling option is available to run across the front of the display. Accepts economical plain-paper labels and can be angled at -15°, 0°, or +15° to vertical for optimal viewing. Available in 30”, 36” and 48” lengths, and 30mm and 39mm label holder heights. AdjustaView® Arms are available in 12”, 14, and 16” lengths. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige.
TRION® WONDER MULTI-BAR™ MERCHANDISERS

- Multi-purpose for use in coolers, freezers, candy aisle, center store, auto and more.
- Plug-in style display hooks.
- Organizes department, enhances shopability.
- Fully compatible with the Magna-Bar™ System from Cannon Equipment and Mega Bar™ System from Southern Imperial, Inc.

For Freezers, Coolers, Dry Goods, Automotive, and Center Store

Display Hook System for WonderBar™ Plus™ and Wonder Multi-Bar™

Traditional Threaded Fastener Installation
Tools required for installation.

Traditional Label Holder
Interchangeable with other traditional systems. Optional upgrade to plain paper label holder available.

Rectangular Bar
Matches traditional bar merchandisers.

Traditional Mount Assembly

Patents and Patents Pending
Multi-Bar™ Rectangular Cross Bar Tube
Traditional size, heavy-duty 1” x 1½” Rectangular Cross Bar, mounts with traditional brackets (provided) to most gondola and uprights in coolers, freezers, dry goods areas, and on standard gondola center store. Zinc plated finish. Available in 30”, 36”, and 48” lengths.

Display Hook System for Multi-Bar™
Plug-in style heavy-duty 0.283” diameter wire hooks are available in 8”, 9”, 10”, 12”, 15” and 18” lengths and are capable of withstanding heavy loads and harsh environments including coolers and freezers. Chrome finish.

Traditional Label Holder
Accepts traditional design plug-in style label holder available in 12” and 18” arm lengths. Viewing angle is not adjustable on traditional label holders.

Wonder Multi-Bar™ Kit – TRWMB48KIT 1-U
• 1 – Rectangular Bar WONDERBAR48
• 1 – Bag of Mounting Hardware
• 8 – Hooks MGBR15CR
• 1 – Label Holder Arm Set MGBRSA18A1CR
• 1 – Label Holder MGBR#31-WT-1214

Standard color for Bar and Mounting Hardware is Zinc, Hooks and Label Holder Arms are Chrome plated with White Label Holder, other colors available. Minimums may apply.

Wonder Multi-Bar™ Kit – TRWMB48KIT 1-U

$1787
As Low As
Typical price $2979 per kit in
quantities up to 100.

Optional Upgrade
to plain paper price channel label holders available.

Add-on Accessories from Trion® WonderBar™ System

Optional Pusher Hook System for WonderBar™
Saddle mount, heavy-duty 0.283” diameter wire hooks are available in 12”, 14” and 16” lengths and are capable of withstanding heavy loads and harsh environments including coolers and freezers. Spring loaded pushers keep product forwarded, well faced and promote sales. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige.

Optional Shelf Works® Expandable Wire Tray™ System
Shelf Works® EWT™ eliminates the need for standard shelves, allows easy lane width adjustment from 5½” to 10” wide (or mini system 3½” to 6½” wide) and is well suited for almost any product size and package style from boxes and bags, to tubs, blister packs and clamshells. EWT™ lifts out for easy restocking and product rotation and is available in 5 depths from 17” to 24”. Optional accessories include individual product lane Label Holders and oversized clear product stops for specific applications. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige.

Optional WonderBar™ Wire Basket
Three inch deep baskets are available 6” and 12” wide and in 3 depths from 17” to 21” to complement WonderBar EWT™. Optional 1¼” x 3” label holders. Wire Baskets are suitable for small, random or unusual shape items (samplers, single serve packs, etc), horizontal cylinder shapes (meats, cheeses, biscuits, cookie dough, etc), informal “dump bin” style presentations, and lift out for easy restocking. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige.

Optional Air Flow Baffle
The Air Flow Baffle is used in open coolers to direct cold air to the front of the cabinet where product temperatures can be troublesome.

Optional Clear Scan® AdjustaView® Label System
AdjustaView® Labeling option is available to run across the front of the display. Accepts economical plain-paper labels and can be angled at -15°, 0°, or +15° to vertical for optimal viewing. Available in 30”, 36” and 48” lengths, and 30mm and 39mm label holder heights. AdjustaView® Arms are available in 12”, 14, and 16” lengths. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige.
TRION® WONDER CROSS BAR FLAT BAR MERCHANDISER

- Industry standard flat bar merchandiser.
- Lower cost, lighter weight system.
- Mounts anywhere with universal brackets.
- Not recommended for cooler applications.
- Interchangeable with other cross bar systems.

Simple, No Tools Installation
Fits all types of gondola upright including both thick- and thin-walled gondola uprights.

Clear Scan® AdjustaView® Label System
AdjustaView® available to run across the front of the display. Can be angled at -15°, 0°, or +15° to vertical. A range of label holder sizes are available to satisfy any labeling need.

Optional Pusher Hook
Spring loaded to keep product forward and well faced.

Bar Merchandising System – For Freezer
Wonder Cross Bar
Standard-size, heavy-duty 1" Flat Cross Bar mounts with Brackets (provided) to most gondola and uprights in dry goods areas, and on standard gondola center store. ColorPerm® powder coating resists the effects of harsh environments. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige. Available in 36" and 48" lengths.

Display Hook System for Wonder Cross Bar
See our catalog for a wide selection of other Cross Bar Hook styles.

Clear Scan® AdjustaView® Label System
AdjustaView® Labeling option is available to run across the front of the display including both Display and Pusher Hook areas. AdjustaView® accepts economical plain-paper labels and can be angled at -15°, 0°, or +15° to vertical for the optimal viewing by customers. Available in 36" and 48" lengths, and 30mm and 39mm label holder heights. AdjustaView® custom Arms are available to fit most configurations. L-front left- and right-hand mount pairs or T-front center arms. Standard powder coat colors are White, Black and Beige.

Wonder Cross Bar Kit – TRWCB48KIT 1-U
- 1 – Bar CROSSBAR48BG
- 8 – Hooks AWCBM12CPBG
- 1 – Label Holder Arm Set CBSCAN12 SET-BG
- 1 – Label Holder PPV-30-BG-1219-CB

$1627
As Low As
Typical price $2712 per kit in quantities up to 100.

Standard color for kit is Beige with Beige Label Holder, other colors available. Minimums may apply.

Add-on Accessories

Optional Pusher Hook System for Wonder Cross Bar
Heavy-duty 0.250" diameter wire hooks available in 10" and 12" lengths with spring loaded pushers keep product forwarded, well faced and promote sales. Standard powder coat color is Silver.

Bar Merchandising System – For Cooler
Flat Bar Merchandising System – For Health and Beauty

Trion® Industries Inc. Toll-Free 1.800.444.4665 Fax 1.570.823.4080 www.triononline.com
Display & Scan Hooks
The World’s Leading Manufacturer of Display & Scan Hooks

Clear Scan® Label Holder Systems
Shelf Edge & Storewide Plain-Paper Labeling Systems

Shelf Works® Shelf Management
Divider & Pusher Systems for Center Store, Coolers & Freezers

Anti-Theft Fixtures
Hook, Shelf & Wall Mount Security Fixtures

Cooler/Freezer Merchandising Systems
Bar Merchandisers, Cooler Labeling, Signing & Shelf Management Systems

Bar Merchandisers
Flat Bar, Square Bar and Rectangular Bar Merchandisers

Sign Systems
Complete, Versatile Sign Solutions